
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

 

 

  

We make your technology deliver its promise. 

We automate processes of instructional designing, technical 

and legal editing, collaborative document editing, eLearning 

and classroom training development, question bank 

development, accessibility compliance checking, content 

localization using machine translation, and publishing to 

multiple delivery formats and channels.  

We do this by leveraging the 

technologies you already have in place. 

Learning Development Process Automation 



 

 

Brief Case Studies 

Collaborative Content Authoring and Publishing for iDiscoveri  

Vidyatech provided its content authoring and publishing system called VidyaMagic to iDiscoveri, a 

modern school that publishes its own books that follow their unique learning methodology. 

iDiscoveri was using a lot of freelance teachers who would remotely work on parts of the books and 

the inhouse team assembled the various parts together to compile the book.  VidyaMagic 

automated the entire process of storyboarding, assembling, and then publishing in the standard 

professional look and feel designed by their design agency. The team was able to improve its 

productivity dramatically and turnaround in 7 months what took more than a year. 

 

Reference:  

Ronny Gulati, Co-Founder, iDiscoveri 

 

“VidyaMagic has helped us manage our entire process of creating instruction manuals for 
school teachers. We have been able to publish and produce more than 150 titles, with an 

average of 200 pages in each, with consistent quality and awesome speed … Using VidyaMagic 
has made it very simple and easy for us, to publish and present the same content in a digital 

format. It truly is magic!!!“ 

 

Ronny Gulati, Co-Founder iDiscoveri 

Instructional Design Support System (IDSS) for CA 

Customized solution to assist CA’s Education Department to get their remote Subject Matter 

Experts (SME) to collaborate for the design and development of classroom courses on their 

products. IDSS ensured that the SMEs and other participants followed CA’s development 

methodology without having the knowledge of it or its nuances. The software ensured that all the 

requirements for a good course design were completed. At the end of the process, the system 

automatically published Instructor Guide, Student Guide, Slideshows, and even an eLearning 

package in HTML format.  

 

Reference:  

Larry Borgese, VP Education, CA Inc. 

larry.borgese@gmail.com, +1 (631) 664 4486 

 

Automatic Formatting and Publishing of Higher Education Books for Pearson  

Pearson India was looking for an automated publishing system that would cut down their 
costs and calendar time. Vidyatech provided them PublishMagiq™ which enabled 
Pearson’s authors to work in simple Word templates and then at the click of a button 
automatically produce a professionally designed and formatted publish-ready book. 

 

Reference:  

Somak Chatterjee, GM Product MyPedia 
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